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ADJUSTABLE POLES

The SWIX Sonic Trekking series is a complete range of poles especially dedicated to activities in summer such as trekking, hiking, trail running, ultra trail and Nordic walking.

The Sonic Trekking series represents a new and innovative technology with highly functional elements such as the Sonic locking system, Comfort connection system and the interchangeable basket system. No detail has been ignored – SWIX gives you technology beyond your expectations.

Select your favorite pole from the SWIX Sonic trekking range and you will have a reliable travel companion for your future nature experiences.
COMFORT CONNECTION SYSTEM
The trekking strap is developed especially for use in the summer when you have bare hands. The webbing is soft comprising a soft buckle for easy adjustment. No rough edges means no blisters! You even have the possibility of changing the strap connection to the pole by simply pulling the strap from either direction.
• Soft feel webbing
• Soft buckle strap adjustment
• Wrap function folded
• Personalized strap adjustment

MULTI GRIP WITH NATURAL CORK AND EVA EXTENSION
This unique Multi-grip ensures a comfortable contact with the handle and gives you several options for gripping the pole. The rounded shape on top of the handle provides excellent palm support when descending and because there are no rough joins there is no risk of ending up with blisters. The natural cork material is comfortable against your skin and ensures great friction even when moisture appears.
• Descend palm support
• Natural cork
• Excellent friction in all conditions
• Down-grip option in EVA

SWIX JUST CLICK CONNECTION SYSTEM
The SWIX Sonic Just Click is an extremely intuitive system that allows the walker to detach from the pole without taking off the strap. Simply push the button and pull the strap out, perfect for shorts breaks while hiking. The natural cork material is comfortable against your skin and ensures great friction even when moisture appears. The technical Comfort strap assists you to get the right walking technique without using unnecessary powers to keep the pole in place.
• Natural cork
• Just Click fast attachment
• Comfort strap

FLEXI BASKET SYSTEM
The flexi basket system is an inter-changeable basket system that allows you to change the basket in the middle of the trail. Simply screw off the basket and choose the basket that best fit the current conditions. All trekking models come with the original Trail basket, which is developed for handling steep conditions.
• Lightweight
• Easy to change
• Steep conditions function

SWIX CARBON TECHNOLOGY SWIX CT1 GRADE
The Carbon tubes are designed to optimize the combination of weight, strength, stiffness and pendulum by using the best available materials and manufactured under the strict SWIX quality regime used in their Cross Country racing pole production for years.
• High-grade materials and specialized manufacturing process.
• UHM/HM carbon fiber.
• Optimal combination of stiffness and strength.
• Satin surface treatment for maximum friction

MATERIAL SELECTION OF TUBES FOR SWIX SONIC POLES
Swix has utilized its material expertise from cross country and alpine pole designs to achieve the best possible construction for the SWIX Sonic poles.

THE SWIX SONIC LOCKING SYSTEM
The Sonic Locking mechanism is advanced though simple and comprises of only three parts; two Anodized machined aluminum parts and a nylon-clamping sleeve that connects the tubes together. The locking system is self-adjusted - every time you lock it there is no need for adjustments after some usage. The need for maintenance is minimal and all parts can be taken apart without any tools. Reassembly is intuitive and done in seconds, even out in the field. The location of the locking mechanism serves a function when gripping down on the shaft while traversing across steep terrain.
• No need for additional adjustments
• Easy technical access. No tool needed
• Anti-separation system - the unique stop sleeve also prevents you from pulling the upper and lowers parts apart.
Star Trail
AT110-00

The Star Trail is a foldable trail running pole in 100% carbon fiber for lowest possible weight and best performance. Comes with SWIX just click handle with natural cork in the gripping section for optimal comfort and control. The SWIX Just CLICK system enables you to “disconnect” your hands in fraction of a second from the handle. The pole is equipped with the SWIX Flexi basket system with hard metal tip and SWIX rubber knob for tarmac conditions.

Excellent for trail running and Nordic Walking. Travel companion!

Highlights
• Compact folding system
• SWIX carbon technology SWIX CT1 Grade
• Flexi basket system
• SWIX just click connection system
• Lengths: 100 cm - 135 cm. 5 cm interval
• Weight 120-130 cm lengths: 340 grams/pair
• Length folded: 42 cm

NOK 1999,-

SWIX Sonic Ultra Trail
AT10U-00

The SWIX Sonic Ultra trail is a lightweight carbon pole in fixed length dedicated to trail running and together activities where weight and function is essential. Comes with SWIX just click handle with natural cork in the gripping section for optimal comfort and warm feeling. The SWIX Just Click system enables you to “disconnect” your hands from the handle without opening the strap. Perfect for short stops during exercise and competition.

The pole is equipped with Just Go Sport hard metal tip and SWIX Pace Light rubber knob for tarmac conditions.

Excellent trail running. Travel companion!

Highlights
• SWIX carbon technology SWIX CT1 Grade
• Just Go Sport basket with hard metal tip
• SWIX just click connection system
• Lengths: 100 cm - 135 cm. 5 cm interval
• Weight 120cm lengths: 280 grams/pair

NOK 1399,-
The SWIX Pro Trail Carbon is a super lightweight pole with 100% focus on performance. Key elements are low weight, high stiffness and functional components. Ideal pole for trail running and trekking where low weight and compact size is essential.

**Travel companion!**

**Highlights**
- SWIX Sonic locking system
- Compact folding system
- Comfort Connection system
- Multigrip with EVA extension
- SWIX carbon technology SWIX CT1 Grade
- Flex basket system
- Lengths: 120 cm - 135 cm, 5 cm interval
- Weight 120 cm length: 335 grams/pair
- Length folded: 39 cm

The SWIX Sonic Pro Trail is a lightweight aluminum pole with 100% focus on performance. Key elements are durability, strength, high stiffness and functional components. Ideal pole for trail running and trekking where durability, weight and compactness is essential.

**Travel companion!**

**Highlights**
- SWIX Sonic locking system
- Compact folding system
- Comfort Connection system
- Multigrip with EVA extension
- Seamless aluminum SWIX grade 7000
- Flex basket system
- Lengths: 120 cm - 135 cm, 5 cm interval
- Weight 120 cm length: 448 grams/pair
- Length folded: 39 cm
The SWIX Sonic X Trail Carbon is a super lightweight pole with 100% focus on performance. Key elements are low weight, high stiffness, and functional components. The unique SWIX locking system allows for 20 cm adjustment of length. This pole has a wide range of usage from trail running and trekking to long expeditions where low weight and compactness is essential.

Travel companion!

Highlights
• SWIX Sonic locking system
• Compact folding system
• Comfort Connection system
• Multi-grip with EVA extension
• SWIX carbon technology SWIX CT Grade
• Flexi basket system
• Length: 100 cm - 135 cm, 5 cm interval
• Weight: 200 cm - 235 cm, 5 cm interval
• Length folded: 39 cm

The SWIX Sonic X Trail is a lightweight aluminum pole with focus on performance and durability. Key elements are low weight, high stiffness, and functional components. The unique SWIX Sonic locking system allows for 20 cm adjustment of length. This pole has a wide range of usage from trail running and trekking to long expeditions where durability, low weight and compactness are essential.

Travel companion.

Highlights
• SWIX Sonic locking system
• Compact folding system
• Comfort Connection system
• Multi-grip with EVA extension
• Seamless aluminum SWIX grade 7000
• Flexi basket system
• Length: 100 cm - 135 cm, 5 cm interval
• Weight: 200 cm - 235 cm, 5 cm interval
• Length folded: 39 cm

Strap: RDSTRS/M, M/L, L/XL
Ferrule: RDHH059
Basket: RDTRTB

Strap: RDSTRS/M, M/L, L/XL
Ferrule: RDHH059
Basket: RDTRTB

ADJUSTABLE FOLDED TREKKING AND TRAIL RUNNING POLES / SWIX SONIC

SWIX Sonic X-Trail Carbon
AT211-00

NOK 2399,-

SWIX Sonic X-Trail
AT212-00

NOK 1699,-
The SWIX Sonic Mountain Pro is a lightweight 3 piece 100% carbon pole. The SWIX Sonic locking system secures perfect fixation every time you adjust the length. Comes with Multi grip cork and comfort strap.

**Highlights**
- SWIX Sonic locking system
- Compact folding system
- Comfort Connection system
- Extended Multigrip in natural cork
- Aerospace grade carbon technology SWIX Grade
- Flexi basket system
- Lengths: 110 cm - 130 cm
- Weight: 360 grams/pair
- Length collapsed: 56 cm

The SWIX Sonic Mountain is a lightweight aluminum pole. The SWIX Sonic locking system secures perfect fixation every time you adjust the length. Comes with Multi grip cork and comfort strap.

**Highlights**
- SWIX Sonic locking system
- Compact folding system
- Comfort Connection system
- Extended Multigrip in natural cork
- Seamless aluminum SWIX grade 7000
- Flexi basket system
- Lengths: 110 cm - 130 cm
- Weight: 462 grams/pair
- Length folded: 56 cm

**STRAP**
- RDSTRS/M, M/L, L/XL

**FERRULE**
- RDHH059

**BASKET**
- RDTRTB

**PRICE**
- SWIX Sonic Mountain Pro
  - AT311-00
  - NOK 1899,-

- SWIX Sonic Mountain
  - AT312-00
  - NOK 1399,-
SWIX Sonic Trekking Spare Parts

3 pcs:
- RDTPLWMC2 / Mountain 3pcs lower tube carbon
- RDTPMTHC2 / Mountain 3pcs middle tube carbon
- RDTPUTHC2 / Mountain 3pcs top tube carbon
- RDTPLWMA2 / Mountain 3pcs lower tube aluminum
- RDTPMTHA2 / Mountain 3pcs middle tube aluminum
- RDTPUTHA2 / Mountain 3pcs top tube aluminum

2 pcs:
- RDTPUTXC2 / X-trail upper tube carbon
- RDTPLWXC2 / X-trail lower tube carbon
- RDTPUTXA2 / X-trail upper tube aluminum
- RDTPLWXA2 / X-trail lower tube aluminum

SWIX Sonic Trekking Spare Parts

RDSTT1S/M Comfort Trekking strap S/M
RDSTT1M/L Comfort Trekking strap M/L
RDSTT1L/XL Comfort Trekking strap L/XL

RDTRTB Trail basket
RDHH059 Ferrule, Trekking

SWIX Sonic Tourer

AT412-00
NOK 799,-

The SWIX Sonic Tourer is a aluminum pole based on the traditional flick lock system. The pole is equipped with S/E handle with extension and soft webbing strap.

Highlights
- Stainless steel 6000 grade aluminum
- Flexi basket system
- Flick lock locking system
- Lengths: 64 cm - 135 cm, 5 cm interval
- Weight: 120 cm length: 514 grams/pair

Pole: RDSTT1S/M, M/L, L/XL
Ferrule: RDHH059
Basket: RDTRTB
NORDIC WALKING

The human body was created for movement, and the human mind for experiences.

SWIX gives you the best of both with Nordic Walking.
CT2 Black Twist&Go
NW220-00
Nordic Walking pole in high performance lightweight composites. Comes with SWIX just click handle with natural cork in the gripping section for optimal comfort and warm feeling. The SWIX Just click system enables you to “disconnect” your hands from the handle without opening the strap. Perfect for short stops during exercise.

The SWIX Twist & Go system enables you to easy change from hard metal spike to rubber know to meet different surface conditions. No need for rubber pads in your pocket it's on the tip. Perfect Nordic Walking pole for tracks, dirt roads, rubble, tarmac and icy conditions.

Highlights
- SWIX carbon technology SWIX CT2 Grade
- Twist & Go basket system
- Natural cork
- Lengths: 100 cm - 135 cm, 5 cm interval
- Weight 120 cm length: 320 grams/pair

CT3 Black Twist&Go
NW320-00
Nordic Walking pole in performance composites. Comes with SWIX just click handle with cork filled urethane in the gripping section for good comfort and high durability. The SWIX Just Click system enables you to “disconnect” your hands from the handle without opening the strap. Perfect for short stops during exercise.

The SWIX Twist & Go system enables you to easy change from hard metal spike to rubber know to meet different surface conditions. No need for rubber pads in your pocket it's on the tip. Perfect Nordic Walking pole for tracks, dirt roads, rubble, tarmac and icy conditions.

Highlights
- SWIX carbon technology SWIX CT3 Grade
- Twist & Go basket system
- Cork filled urethane grip
- Lengths: 100 cm - 135 cm, 5 cm interval
- Weight 120 cm length: 388 grams/pair
CT4 Black NW420-01
Nordic Walking pole in high performance light weight composites. Comes with SWIX Just click handle with soft grip section for optimal comfort and warm feeling. The SWIX Just Click system enables you to "disconnect" your hands from the handle without opening the strap. Perfect for short stops during exercise. The pole is equipped with Just Go Sport hard metal tip and SWIX Pace Light rubber knob for tarmac conditions.

Highlights
• SWIX carbon technology SWIX CT4 Grade
• Twist & Go basket system
• Natural cork
• Lengths: 120 cm - 135 cm. 5 cm interval
• Weight 120 cm length: 420 grams/pair

AT2 Protech NW520-01
Durable Nordic Walking pole with functional components. Comes with SWIX Just click handle with cork filled urethane. The SWIX Just Click system enables you to "disconnect" your hands from the handle without opening the strap. Perfect for short stops during exercise. Perfect Nordic Walking pole for tracks, dirtroads, rubble, tarmac and icy conditions.

Highlights
• SWIX tube technology SWIX AT2 Grade
• Just Go Sport hard metal tip
• Cork filled urethane grip
• Lengths: 100 cm - 135 cm. 5 cm interval
• Weight 120 cm length: 484 grams/pair

SWIX Sonic Nordic Walking NW112-00
Foldable Nordic Walking pole in high performance lightweight aluminum for travel and compact storage. Comes with SWIX just click handle with natural cork in the gripping section for optimal comfort and warm feeling. The SWIX Just Click system enables you to "disconnect" your hands from the handle without opening the strap.

The pole is equipped with the new Flexi basket system with hard metal tip and SWIX rubber knob for tarmac conditions.

Durable pole for Nordic Walking and trail running. Travel companion!

Highlights
• Compact folding system.
• Seamless aluminum SWIX grade 7000
• SWIX just click connection system
• Flexi basket system
• Length folded: 42 cm

Handle: RDCGWUC
Strap: RDCG3S/RDCG3M/RDCG3L/RDCG3XL
Basket: RDNWJGS

Handle: RDCGWUC
Strap: RDCG3S/RDCG3M/RDCG3L/RDCG3XL
Basket: RDNWJGS

Handle: RDCGNTM
Strap: RDCG3S/RDCG3M/RDCG3L/RDCG3XL
Percentile: RED NW112
Basket: RDH8T8

Foldable Nordic Walking pole: NOK 699,-
Fixed-length poles: NOK 599,-
Durable Nordic Walking pole: NOK 1499,-
Nordic Walking Spare Parts

The new Just click strap has big improvements when it comes to comfort and fitting.
- Complete new strap body with reduced stitching areas.
- Soft buckle prevents any hard spots.
- Improved flexibility within each size.
- Closer attachment to handle gives better pendulum.

**NEW**

**SWIX JUST CLICK STRAPS, NEXT GENERATION**

- RDGWS Just click, small
- RDGWM Just click, medium
- RDGWL Just click, large
- RDGWLXL Just click, XL
- RDGWLXXL Just click, XXL

**RDNWCA3**
Twist&Go Multipurpose tip
NOK 499,-

**RDNWA4F2**
Complete foot for Twist&Go
NOK 99,-

**RDNWICS**
Rubber knob for Twist & Go - Small
NOK 99,-

**RDNWJS5**
Basket NW Sport, w/integr. rac.spike
NOK 99,-

**RDNWRKS**
Rubber knob NW Sport tip Pace Light
NOK 99,-

**RDNWRK**
Rubber knob std tip/Pace light
NOK 99,-

**RDNWKR**
Rubber knob for std. NW-female-5
NOK 99,-

**TWIST & GO INSTRUCTIONS:**
ROLLER SKIS

SWIX roller skis are a continuation of more than 25 years of experience manufacturing roller ski.

The skis are developed in close collaboration with skiers and used by several of the world’s top Nordic athletes.
TRIAC CARBON CLASSIC

Responsive carbon design that maximizes your power!
**SWIX TRIAC CARBON CLASSIC**

With an uncompromising approach to the functionality and design, **SWIX Triac Carbon Classic** sets a completely new standard for classic roller ski. SWIX Triac Carbon Classic is a powerful, fun and forgiving ski for devoted cross country skiers who aren’t willing to compromise on performance.

**KEVLAR REINFORCED BASE**

The Triac Carbon Classic is reinforced with Kevlar fiber to protect the carbon structure.

**PRE-DRILLED FOR SALOMON AND ROTTEFELLA**

For easy mounting the Triac Carbon is pre-drilled for Salomon and Rottefella roller ski bindings.

**TWO FLEXES**

Two flexes of the carbon frame are available to ensure maximum adaption to the athlete. Medium flex is recommended for the majority of users with the perfect combination of comfort and performance. Stiff flex is only recommended for skiers with very powerful kick.

**RAPID CHANGE TECHNOLOGY (RCT)**

CNC machined wheel slots and completely new axles and wheel system for integrated screws and best directional stability.

**Dimensions**

- **Length:** 750 mm
- **Weight:** 1790 grams
- **Diameter wheels:** 67 mm
- **Width wheels:** 50 mm

**Features**

- Super light Monocoque Carbon frame construction
- Integrated spacers and wheel slots
- Two flexes for maximum ski feeling and adaption medium and stiff
- Lowered center of gravity for optimum ski feeling
- Great torsional stability
- Kevlar Reinforced base
- Fender with vibration damping
- Integrated aluminum reinforced for all screws for binding attachment.
- Pre-drilled for Salomon SNS/Prolink and Rottefella bindings

**NEW SWIX ROADLINE CLASSIC**

New high performance aluminum roller ski with increased stiffness.

**SWIX Roadline Classic**

Swix Roadline Classic has high performance aluminum frame with a new developed shape that utilizes the best of the aluminum material. The combination of the new fork and frame increase the torsional stiffness with more than 30% versus the old Swix Roadline. All components and designs are 100% based on all the innovations for the Swix Carbon classic. Fork with CNC machined wheel slots and strict alignment tolerances ensures the best directional stability.

The axles and wheel system have been completely redesigned to remove protruding screws/nuts and simplify maintenance.

**Features**

- Hollow U shaped frame in aluminum protect large areas of bottom section from ground contact
- CNC machined fork and wheel slots secure 100% alignment. RAPID CHANGE TECHNOLOGY (RCT)
- Lowered center of gravity for optimum ski feeling
- Great torsional stability
- Fender with vibration damping
- Pre-drilled for Salomon SNS/Prolink and Rottefella bindings

**Dimensions**

- **Length:** 750 mm
- **Weight:** 2000 grams
- **Diameter wheels:** 67 mm
- **Width wheels:** 50 mm

---

**SWIX TRIAC CLASSIC RSCRT1**

With an uncompromising approach to the functionality and design, **SWIX Triac Carbon Classic** sets a completely new standard for classic roller ski. **SWIX Triac Carbon Classic** is a powerful, fun and forgiving ski for devoted cross country skiers who aren’t willing to compromise on performance.

---

**SWIX Roadline Classic RSRC10**

Swix Roadline Classic has high performance aluminum frame with a new developed shape that utilizes the best of the aluminum material. The combination of the new fork and frame increase the torsional stiffness with more than 30% versus the old Swix Roadline. All components and designs are 100% based on all the innovations for the Swix Carbon classic. Fork with CNC machined wheel slots and strict alignment tolerances ensures the best directional stability.

The axles and wheel system have been completely redesigned to remove protruding screws/nuts and simplify maintenance.

**Features**

- Hollow U shaped frame in aluminum protect large areas of bottom section from ground contact
- CNC machined fork and wheel slots secure 100% alignment. RAPID CHANGE TECHNOLOGY (RCT)
- Lowered center of gravity for optimum ski feeling
- Great torsional stability
- Fender with vibration damping
- Pre-drilled for Salomon SNS/Prolink and Rottefella bindings

**Dimensions**

- **Length:** 750 mm
- **Weight:** 2000 grams
- **Diameter wheels:** 67 mm
- **Width wheels:** 50 mm
TRIAC CARBON SKATE

Super light monocoque construction
for the ultimate ski feeling
**SWIX TRIAC CARBON SKATE**

This innovation from SWIX is a totally new way of making roller skis. We have utilized our SWIX IPM technology and created a super light roller ski with unique flex properties.

**NEW**

**TWO FLEXES**

Two flexes of the carbon frame are available to ensure maximum adaption to the athletes. Medium flex is recommended for the majority of users with the perfect combination of comfort and performance. Stiff flex is only recommended for skiers with very powerful kick.

**INTEGRATED SPACERS**

Integrated Spacers for easy exchange of wheels, less parts and a stable construction.

**KEVLAR REINFORCED BASE**

The Triac Carbon Skate is reinforced with Kevlar fiber to protect the carbon structure.

**PRE-DRILLED FOR SALOMON AND ROTTEFELLA**

For easy mounting the Triac Carbon Skate is pre-drilled for Salomon and Rottefella roller ski bindings.

---

**SWIX Triac Carbon Skate**

NOK 4999,-

The SWIX Triac Carbon Skate is super light and has a unique flex. This is accomplished by using SWIX IPM technology enabling superior torsional and flexural properties. The Triac Carbon Skate is available in two flexes to ensure maximum adaption to the athletes. The lowered center of gravity carbon frame gives this ski the ultimate ski feeling. The base of the ski is reinforced with Kevlar fibers for better durability and to protect the carbon structure.

**Features**

- Super light Monocoque Carbon frame construction.
- Two flexes for maximum ski feeling and adaption: medium and stiff.
- Lowered center of gravity for optimum ski feeling.
- Great torsional stability.
- Excellent handling and maneuverability.
- Integrated spacers for wheels for easy change of wheels.
- Kevlar reinforced base.
- Reflective elements.
- Fenders with vibration damping.
- Integrated aluminum reinforcement for all screws for binding attachment.
- Pre-drilled for Salomon SNS/Prolink and Rottefella bindings.

---

**SWIX Roadline Skate**

NOK 2999,-

Swix Roadline Skate has lowered center of gravity frame for perfect ski feeling and stability. The ski features CNC machined wheels with medium rolling resistance and fenders with reflective elements for better visibility.

**Features**

- Skis roller ski.
- Designed for use on asphalt.
- Designed for recreational and elite skiers.
- New lightweight wheels.
- Lowered frame.
- Pre-drilled for Salomon SNS/Prolink and Rottefella.
- Reflective elements.
- Fenders with reflective elements.

**Dimensions**

Length: 630 mm
Weight: 1,40 kg/pair
Diameter wheels: 100 mm
Width wheels: 23 mm

---

**SWIX Skate S7 Rookie**

NOK 1899,-

Swix Skate S7 Rookie is a good junior ski first and foremost for the junior skier weighing less than 70 kg. The ski has a low rolling resistance and low weight.

**Features**

- Lightweight junior ski.
- Designed for use on asphalt.
- Designed for junior skiers weighing up to 70 kg.
- Reflective elements.

**Dimensions**

Length: 530 mm
Weight: 1,0 kg
Diameter wheels: 78 mm
Width wheels: 23 mm

---

**SWIX SKATE S7 ROLLER SKIS**

**NEW**

**Dimensions**

Length: 630 mm
Weight: 1,410 kg/pair
Diameter wheels: 100 mm
Width wheels: 23 mm

---

**SWIX TRIAC CARBON SKATE**

This innovation from SWIX is a totally new way of making roller skis. We have utilized our SWIX IPM technology and created a super light roller ski with unique flex properties.

**NEW**

**TWO FLEXES**

Two flexes of the carbon frame are available to ensure maximum adaption to the athletes. Medium flex is recommended for the majority of users with the perfect combination of comfort and performance. Stiff flex is only recommended for skiers with very powerful kick.

**INTEGRATED SPACERS**

Integrated Spacers for easy exchange of wheels, less parts and a stable construction.

**KEVLAR REINFORCED BASE**

The Triac Carbon Skate is reinforced with Kevlar fiber to protect the carbon structure.

**PRE-DRILLED FOR SALOMON AND ROTTEFELLA**

For easy mounting the Triac Carbon Skate is pre-drilled for Salomon and Rottefella roller ski bindings.

---

**SWIX Triac Carbon Skate**

NOK 4999,-

The SWIX Triac Carbon Skate is super light and has a unique flex. This is accomplished by using SWIX IPM technology enabling superior torsional and flexural properties. The Triac Carbon Skate is available in two flexes to ensure maximum adaption to the athletes. The lowered center of gravity carbon frame gives this ski the ultimate ski feeling. The base of the ski is reinforced with Kevlar fibers for better durability and to protect the carbon structure.

**Features**

- Super light Monocoque Carbon frame construction.
- Two flexes for maximum ski feeling and adaption: medium and stiff.
- Lowered center of gravity for optimum ski feeling.
- Great torsional stability.
- Excellent handling and maneuverability.
- Integrated spacers for wheels for easy change of wheels.
- Kevlar reinforced base.
- Reflective elements.
- Fenders with vibration damping.
- Integrated aluminum reinforcement for all screws for binding attachment.
- Pre-drilled for Salomon SNS/Prolink and Rottefella bindings.

---

**SWIX Roadline Skate**

NOK 2999,-

Swix Roadline Skate has lowered center of gravity frame for perfect ski feeling and stability. The ski features CNC machined wheels with medium rolling resistance and fenders with reflective elements for better visibility.

**Features**

- Skis roller ski.
- Designed for use on asphalt.
- Designed for recreational and elite skiers.
- New lightweight wheels.
- Lowered frame.
- Pre-drilled for Salomon SNS/Prolink and Rottefella.
- Reflective elements.
- Fenders with reflective elements.

**Dimensions**

Length: 630 mm
Weight: 1,40 kg/pair
Diameter wheels: 100 mm
Width wheels: 23 mm

---

**SWIX Skate S7 Rookie**

NOK 1899,-

Swix Skate S7 Rookie is a good junior ski first and foremost for the junior skier weighing less than 70 kg. The ski has a low rolling resistance and low weight.

**Features**

- Lightweight junior ski.
- Designed for use on asphalt.
- Designed for junior skiers weighing up to 70 kg.
- Reflective elements.

**Dimensions**

Length: 530 mm
Weight: 1,0 kg
Diameter wheels: 78 mm
Width wheels: 23 mm

---

**SWIX TRIAC CARBON SKATE**

This innovation from SWIX is a totally new way of making roller skis. We have utilized our SWIX IPM technology and created a super light roller ski with unique flex properties.

**NEW**

**TWO FLEXES**

Two flexes of the carbon frame are available to ensure maximum adaption to the athletes. Medium flex is recommended for the majority of users with the perfect combination of comfort and performance. Stiff flex is only recommended for skiers with very powerful kick.

**INTEGRATED SPACERS**

Integrated Spacers for easy exchange of wheels, less parts and a stable construction.

**KEVLAR REINFORCED BASE**

The Triac Carbon Skate is reinforced with Kevlar fiber to protect the carbon structure.

**PRE-DRILLED FOR SALOMON AND ROTTEFELLA**

For easy mounting the Triac Carbon Skate is pre-drilled for Salomon and Rottefella roller ski bindings.

---

**SWIX Triac Carbon Skate**

NOK 4999,-

The SWIX Triac Carbon Skate is super light and has a unique flex. This is accomplished by using SWIX IPM technology enabling superior torsional and flexural properties. The Triac Carbon Skate is available in two flexes to ensure maximum adaption to the athletes. The lowered center of gravity carbon frame gives this ski the ultimate ski feeling. The base of the ski is reinforced with Kevlar fibers for better durability and to protect the carbon structure.

**Features**

- Super light Monocoque Carbon frame construction.
- Two flexes for maximum ski feeling and adaption: medium and stiff.
- Lowered center of gravity for optimum ski feeling.
- Great torsional stability.
- Excellent handling and maneuverability.
- Integrated spacers for wheels for easy change of wheels.
- Kevlar reinforced base.
- Reflective elements.
- Fenders with vibration damping.
- Integrated aluminum reinforcement for all screws for binding attachment.
- Pre-drilled for Salomon SNS/Prolink and Rottefella bindings.

---

**SWIX Roadline Skate**

NOK 2999,-

Swix Roadline Skate has lowered center of gravity frame for perfect ski feeling and stability. The ski features CNC machined wheels with medium rolling resistance and fenders with reflective elements for better visibility.

**Features**

- Skis roller ski.
- Designed for use on asphalt.
- Designed for recreational and elite skiers.
- New lightweight wheels.
- Lowered frame.
- Pre-drilled for Salomon SNS/Prolink and Rottefella.
- Reflective elements.
- Fenders with reflective elements.

**Dimensions**

Length: 630 mm
Weight: 1,410 kg/pair
Diameter wheels: 100 mm
Width wheels: 23 mm

---

**SWIX Skate S7 Rookie**

NOK 1899,-

Swix Skate S7 Rookie is a good junior ski first and foremost for the junior skier weighing less than 70 kg. The ski has a low rolling resistance and low weight.

**Features**

- Lightweight junior ski.
- Designed for use on asphalt.
- Designed for junior skiers weighing up to 70 kg.
- Reflective elements.

**Dimensions**

Length: 530 mm
Weight: 1,0 kg
Diameter wheels: 78 mm
Width wheels: 23 mm
Spare Parts for SWIX Classic Roller Skis

WHEELS FOR TRIAC CARBON CLASSIC AND ROADLINE CLASSIC (RCT SYSTEM)

- AWCTRMP
  Rear wheel, ratchet, bearing, medium, RCT, complete, 2 pk.
- AWCURRENT
  Front wheel, bearing, medium, RCT, complete, 2 pk.

LOW PROFILE WHEELS FOR TRIAC CARBON CLASSIC AND ROADLINE CLASSIC (RCT SYSTEM)

- AWCTRLMP
  Low profile rear wheel RCT, 2 pk.
- AWCURRENTLP
  Low profile front wheel RCT, 2 pk.

FENDERS FOR CLASSIC SKIS

- AFTCF
  Fenders for SWIX Triac Carbon Classic, front, complete, 2 pk.
- AFTCTR
  Fenders for SWIX Triac Carbon Classic, rear, complete, 2 pk.
- AFRC1B
  Fender Roadline Classic RCT, 2 pk.

COMPLETE FRONT WHEELS FOR PREVIOUS ROADLINE MODELS

- C1-5
  Wheel type C1 racing, complete, front axle - Soft wheel, fast, Pcs.
- C2-5
  Wheel type C2 racing, bearing, front axle - Medium wheel, rolling resistance, Pcs.
- C9-6
  Wheel type C9 racing, bearing, front axle - Wheel with high rolling resistance, Pcs.
- R-SORT-C
  Universal Kit Classic Spare Parts Kit for all Classic Roller skis.

COMPLETE REAR WHEELS FOR CLASSIC SKIS

- C1-6
  Wheel type C1 racing, complete, rear axle - Soft wheel, fast, Pcs.
- C2-6
  Wheel type C2 racing, bearing, rear axle - Medium wheel, rolling resistance, Pcs.
- C9-6
  Wheel type C9 racing, bearing, rear axle - Wheel with high rolling resistance, Pcs.
- RDRSC
  Fenders for SWIX classic roller skis, 2 pk.

SMALL BITS AND PIECES

- ACSRCT
  Screws for Classic RCT wheels, 4 pk.

Spare Parts for SWIX Skating Roller Skis

FENDERS FOR SKATING SKIS

- AFR51B
  Fender Roadline skate, 2 pk
- RDRS51B
  Fender Triac Carbon Skate, 2 pk

COMPLETE WHEELS WITH AXLE AND BALL BEARINGS FOR SKATING SKIS

- S5-2PRO
  Complete wheels in CNC machined aluminum with axle and ball bearings. Especially dedicated to RSSS5Pro and RSSSTL. Medium rolling resistance, 2 pk.
- S5-5
  Skating wheel type S5, rubber, complete Complete wheels for S5E skating skis with axle and ball bearings. Soft rubber for low rolling resistance.
- S7-5
  Skating wheel type S7, polyurethane, complete Complete urethane wheels with axle and ball bearings for Rookie S7 junior skis.

SMALL BITS AND PIECES

- ASBOLTS
  Bolts Skate skis, 2 pk
- ASSPACER
  Spacer for Alu Skate, 4 pk

Maintenance and care

SWIX roller ski maintenance can and needs to be performed by the owner or a qualified dealer and requires no special tools. Before skiing check that all retaining nuts and bolts are tightened. Confirm that the binding is in excellent condition, and the mounting screws are tightened securely. To wear the wheels evenly make sure to rotate the skis regularly. After use wipe off the skis with a dry cloth or rinse carefully with water. We recommend SWIX Bike Watch an easy-to-use spray bottle and a dirt repellent, eco-friendly formula designed to extend durability for bikes and motorcycles. Take special care in wiping the outer surfaces of the bearings. Store the roller skis at room temperature.

Mounting of bindings

Bindings should be mounted by your local SWIX dealer. SWIX roller skis support shoe sizes up to size 46/UK 11 (Salomon) and size 47/UK 12 (Rottefella). For larger shoe sizes, drill additional holes per Salomon and Rottefella 8 templates. Use a 4 mm drill bit. Always tighten binding screws by hand with a screwdriver after assembly to ensure that the binding is securely mounted to the ski. Do NOT drill additional holes for the Triac Carbon Classic and Triac Carbon Skate as it can damage the carbon fiber construction.

Safety when roller skiing

- Always wear an approved helmet, gloves and highly visible clothing.
- Do not ski on heavily traveled roads.
- Wet condition impair traction and handling. It’s easy to lose control in these conditions.
ROLLER SKI POLES

The SWIX roller ski poles are developed for roller skiing with the special requirements that are needed for roller ski poles.

Key words are durability, impact resistance, strength and performance.
The Roadline One has excellent stiffness, pendulum and weight properties in addition to high impact properties. The pole comes without strap so the entire TCS strap program is available for maximum custom fitting. The SWIX TBS system secure fast change of ferrules in the field if needed.

**Features**
- Stiffness: 27 mm
- Shaft weight: 66 gr/m
- Strength: >70 kp
- Total weight 155 cm pole: 155 grams

**Diameters & lengths**
- Handle 16 mm, basket 10 mm.
- 125 cm - 180 cm. 2.5 cm interval.

**Recommended use**
- Skating and classic rollerskiing.
- Rollerski competitions.

---

The Roadline 2 is designed with focus on stiffness, impact strength and durability. An excellent choice for skiers that are looking for solid performance and an almost unbreakable pole. The PCU handle with the new Profit 3D strap assures good power transmission and comfort. The SWIX TBS system secure fast change of ferrules in the field if needed.

**Features**
- Stiffness: 38 mm
- Shaft weight: 85 gr/m
- Strength: >75 kp
- Total weight 155 cm pole: 199 grams

**Diameters & lengths**
- Handle 16 mm, basket 10 mm.
- 135 cm - 180 cm. 5 cm interval.

**Recommended use**
- Skating and classic rollerskiing.
- Rollerski competitions.

---

The Roadline 3 is the entry level composite pole from SWIX with well proven components such as PCU handle, rollerski ferrule with hardmetall tips especially designed for rollerskiing. The new Profit 3D strap assures good power transmission and comfort.

**Features**
- Stiffness: 47 mm
- Shaft weight: 96 gr/m
- Strength: Unbreakable
- Total weight 155 cm pole: 219 grams

**Diameters & lengths**
- Handle 16 mm, basket 10 mm.
- 120 cm - 175 cm. 5 cm interval.

**Recommended use**
- Skating and classic rollerskiing.
Spare Parts for SWIX Roller Ski Poles

**RDHH925**  NOK 149,-
Ferrule roller TBS, Carbon roller

**RDHH922**  NOK 129,-
Ferrule roller 2011, 10 mm

**RDPF30S**  NOK 299,-
Strap Pro Fit 3D, Small

**RDPF30M**  NOK 299,-
Strap Pro Fit 3D, Medium

**RDPF30L**  NOK 299,-
Strap Pro Fit 3D, Large

**RDPF30XL**  NOK 299,-
Strap Pro Fit 3D, XXL

**RDPF3DS**  NOK 299,-
Strap Pro Fit TCS, Small

**RDPF3DSM**  NOK 299,-
Strap Pro Fit TCS, Medium

**RDPF3DSL**  NOK 299,-
Strap Pro Fit TCS, Large

**RDPF3DSLXL**  NOK 299,-
Strap Pro Fit TCS, XXL

**RODSSWC**  NOK 249,-
Handle TCS white/nature cork, 36 mm

**RODPUC100WC**  NOK 199,-
Handle white/cork urethan, 36 mm

**RDPCCLCW**  NOK 49,-
Locking cap for PC-handle, white

---

**PRO FIT 3D STRAP**

This strap design has been developed in collaboration with World Cup skiers. The strap consists of 3D mesh lining with a solid layer of nylon on the outside. The combination allows efficient power transfer during skiing, while ensuring optimal comfort.
BIKE CARE

Maintenance Evolved
SWIX Bike Care: Maintenance Evolved

With a brand history steeped in research and development, SWIX is proud to introduce SWIX Bike Care a brand new product collection of cycling maintenance products.

Manufactured in Switzerland with product testing throughout mountain biking’s toughest conditions, these products promise care, durability and performance.

Leveraging chemical insight and sport acumen in this expansion from ski wax technology, the properties developed by SWIX in wintertime including water repellency, dirt management and friction reduction are central to the SWIX product line. This was our unfair advantage in creating this product collection.

Feel that advantage and the difference it creates in the experience of maintaining cycling equipment.

SWIX Degreaser
BA120
NOK 149,-

Low friction. High protection. Ensure better shifting in dust and dry weather.

SWIX Degreaser is the foundation of better cycling performance.

SWIX degreaser removes grime and oil residues from the chain leaving it ready to be maintained. Born from years of World Cup ski tech cleaning and support, this bike formula is eco-friendly, biodegradable and user friendly. Biodegradable

Spray bottle. 100 ml.

How to use
1. Rinse drive chain before application.
2. Shake the bottle and apply limited amount of Degreaser to the drive chain, while spinning the chain backwards.
3. Help solve grime with a sponge or brush if needed.
4. Rinse the entire drivetrain with clean water.

SWIX Dry Lube
BA100
NOK 119,-

Low friction. High protection. Ensure better shifting in dust and dry weather.

SWIX Dry Lube ensures a great chain lubrication in dry conditions. Sprays on to leave a thin, protective layer. SWIX Dry Lube is eco-friendly, biodegradable and user friendly. Biodegradable

Spray bottle. 250 ml.

How to use
1. Clean drive chain before application.
2. Shake the bottle, and apply limited amount of Dry Lube to the inside of the chain, while spinning the chain backwards.
3. Wipe off any excess lube.
4. Rinse the entire drivetrain with clean water.

SWIX Wet Lube
BA110
NOK 119,-

Durable in the face of water and grime. Extend performance in tough conditions.

SWIX Wet Lube ensures great chain lubrication in wet conditions. Hydrophobic and dirt resistant. SWIX Wet Lube is the product of countless iterations and deep research and development. Biodegradable

Liquid bottle with practical «twist-lock» opening. 100 ml.

How to use
1. Clean drive chain before application.
2. Shake the bottle, and apply limited amount of Wet Lube to the inside of the chain, while spinning the chain backwards.
3. Wipe off any excess lube.
4. Rinse the entire drivetrain with clean water.

SWIX Bike Wash
BA130
NOK 149,-

A powerful, gentle cleaner for the entire bike. Effective, even at low temperatures.

Keep it clean. SWIX Bike Wash is made to impress with an easy-to-use spray bottle and a dirt repellent, eco-friendly formula designed to extend durability for the entire bike. Gentle to use, yet effective when removing mud and grime. Biodegradable

Pump spray bottle. 1000 ml.

How to use
1. Rinse the entire bike with water before application.
2. Spray Bike Wash onto the entire bike.
3. Remove mud and grime with a sponge or brush.
4. Rinse the entire bike with clean water.

SWIX Bike Care:
Maintenance Evolved

With a brand history steeped in research and development, SWIX is proud to introduce SWIX Bike Care a brand new product collection of cycling maintenance products.

Manufactured in Switzerland with product testing throughout mountain biking’s toughest conditions, these products promise care, durability and performance.

Leveraging chemical insight and sport acumen in this expansion from ski wax technology, the properties developed by SWIX in wintertime including water repellency, dirt management and friction reduction are central to the SWIX product line. This was our unfair advantage in creating this product collection.

Feel that advantage and the difference it creates in the experience of maintaining cycling equipment.
SUMMER GEAR

Insulated Drink Bottle
WCD026
NOK 449,-
Drink belt will keep any liter of liquid warm or cold in any climate. Small pocket for training essentials and waist strap.
• Volume approx. 1 liter

Triac Insulated Drink Belt
WCD026-2
NOK 495,-
Drink belt will keep any liter of liquid warm or cold in any climate. Small pocket for training essentials and waist strap.
• Volume approx. 1 liter

Junior Drink Belt
SW035
NOK 299,-
Holds 6 liters of any cold or hot beverage. Insulated Drink belt that keeps liquid from freezing. One zipper compartment at top to store food or media. Thick webbing with buckle at waist.
• Volume 0.5 liter

Radiant Drink Belt
SW033
NOK 399,-
Holds 1 liter liquid and will keep it warm or cold for your consumption. New bottle top makes it easy to use. Zipper compartment on top to store food and media. Clip waist strap.
• Volume 1 liter

RaceX Drink Belt
NTN16
NOK 399,-
Fully insulated 1 liter reservoir prevents freezing and cooling. Separate zipper compartment on top for extra storage. Protected inside stretch pocket for media. Name plate on outside for easy identification. LED light with protective sleeve.
• Volume 1 liter

Drink Belt
RE002
NOK 199,-
Insulated bottle holder with SWIX 16oz bottle included. Mesh zippered pocket with reflective piping. Padded mesh back for breathability, clip waist strap.
• Volume approx. 0.5 liter

Drinking bottle 0.7 l
46999
NOK 49,-
0.7 liter drink bottle for training and leisure. Available in several colors.
Fabric content: Composition: 100% PEHD

Cup for RE033
RE033C
NOK 49,-

Cup for RE036
WCD026-2CUP
NOK 49,-

Cup for WCD026 Drink Bottle
RO20SK
NOK 49,-

Cup for WCD026-2 Drink Belt
RO20SK
70D nylon lightweight pack. Clean design elements with Radiant colors. Front zip compartment with rain welt zip for storage, inside sleeve for hydration. Two side stretch mesh zip hip pockets for storage. Light weight waist belt, with easy adjustable pulls. Breathable molded light weight back support.

- Volume 10 liters

SWIX introduces the companion to the Focus Vest, the all-new 12 liter Focus pack designed for Hike, Run Bike and Ski. Fast wicking materials used for moisture management and strength. Lightweight materials allow the pack to adjust to your body and give the pack stability. Front stretch pouch compartment with elastic for easy access to gear. Front zip pocket for secure gear. Large inside compartment with rain welt zipper. Two side stretch mesh hydration/nutrition pockets. Two stretch hip pockets secured with zip, easy access and light weight. Waist belt with adjustable buckles. Air mesh shoulder straps with stretch mesh hydration pockets and adjustable shoulder straps. Allows you to adjust weight height, no bounce and very stable. Breathable molded light weight back support, hydration sleeve with inside clip to add accessories.

- Measures/weight 46 x 24 x 9 cm. 1.2 LB
- 12 liters
- Main Fabric 70D Nylon, Nylon Spandex, Lining 70D nylon, Polyester Air Mesh


- Volume 10 liters

Large Main compartment with huge U shape zip opening for easy access to luggage. Two end compartments to hold boots, and gear. Recessed, lightweight telescopic handle system with locking mechanism. In line skate wheels in rugged corner mounted housings with integrated bridge to keep bag stable. Kick plate between wheel housing protects bottom of bag. Molded feet for stability and protection.

- Measures 65 x 36.25 x 36.25 cm (expands up to 42.5 cm)
- Volume 92 liters

70D nylon light weight pack. Clean design elements with Radiant colors. Front zip compartment with rain welt zip for storage, inside sleeve for hydration. Two side stretch mesh zip hip pockets for storage. Light weight waist belt, with easy adjustable pulls. Breathable molded light weight back support.

- Volume 10 liters

SWIX introduces the Focus Vest designed for comfort and versatility while training hard. Soft breathable vest contours to your body, with no friction or bounce when fully packed with your gear. 3 fully adjustable sternum straps, soft and easy to adjust, no buckles, no heavy webbing. Stretch mesh front hydration pockets hold up to 500ml, placed to prevent bouncing and instability. Front zip pocket for mobile security. Two side hip pouch pockets with easy access from left or right to get to your equipment fast. Insulated hydration sleeve with clip. Two vertical zip compartments on back to hold battery pack and other accessories.

- Measures/weight 45 x 34 x 9 cm. 1.2 LB
- 12 liters
- Main Fabric Nylon Mesh with Spandex, Lining 70D nylon, Polyester Air Mesh

SWIX introduces the Focus Vest designed for comfort and versatility while training hard. Soft breathable vest contours to your body, with no friction or bounce when fully packed with your gear. 3 fully adjustable sternum straps, soft and easy to adjust, no buckles, no heavy webbing. Stretch mesh front hydration pockets hold up to 500ml, placed to prevent bouncing and instability. Front zip pocket for mobile security. Two side hip pouch pockets with easy access from left or right to get to your equipment fast. Insulated hydration sleeve with clip. Two vertical zip compartments on back to hold battery pack and other accessories.

- Measures/weight 45 x 34 x 9 cm. 1.2 LB
- 12 liters
- Main Fabric Nylon Mesh with Spandex, Lining 70D nylon, Polyester Air Mesh

SWIX introduces the Focus Vest designed for comfort and versatility while training hard. Soft breathable vest contours to your body, with no friction or bounce when fully packed with your gear. 3 fully adjustable sternum straps, soft and easy to adjust, no buckles, no heavy webbing. Stretch mesh front hydration pockets hold up to 500ml, placed to prevent bouncing and instability. Front zip pocket for mobile security. Two side hip pouch pockets with easy access from left or right to get to your equipment fast. Insulated hydration sleeve with clip. Two vertical zip compartments on back to hold battery pack and other accessories.

- Measures/weight 45 x 34 x 9 cm. 1.2 LB
- 12 liters
- Main Fabric Nylon Mesh with Spandex, Lining 70D nylon, Polyester Air Mesh

SWIX introduces the Focus Vest designed for comfort and versatility while training hard. Soft breathable vest contours to your body, with no friction or bounce when fully packed with your gear. 3 fully adjustable sternum straps, soft and easy to adjust, no buckles, no heavy webbing. Stretch mesh front hydration pockets hold up to 500ml, placed to prevent bouncing and instability. Front zip pocket for mobile security. Two side hip pouch pockets with easy access from left or right to get to your equipment fast. Insulated hydration sleeve with clip. Two vertical zip compartments on back to hold battery pack and other accessories.

- Measures/weight 45 x 34 x 9 cm. 1.2 LB
- 12 liters
- Main Fabric Nylon Mesh with Spandex, Lining 70D nylon, Polyester Air Mesh

SWIX introduces the Focus Vest designed for comfort and versatility while training hard. Soft breathable vest contours to your body, with no friction or bounce when fully packed with your gear. 3 fully adjustable sternum straps, soft and easy to adjust, no buckles, no heavy webbing. Stretch mesh front hydration pockets hold up to 500ml, placed to prevent bouncing and instability. Front zip pocket for mobile security. Two side hip pouch pockets with easy access from left or right to get to your equipment fast. Insulated hydration sleeve with clip. Two vertical zip compartments on back to hold battery pack and other accessories.

- Measures/weight 45 x 34 x 9 cm. 1.2 LB
- 12 liters
- Main Fabric Nylon Mesh with Spandex, Lining 70D nylon, Polyester Air Mesh

SWIX introduces the Focus Vest designed for comfort and versatility while training hard. Soft breathable vest contours to your body, with no friction or bounce when fully packed with your gear. 3 fully adjustable sternum straps, soft and easy to adjust, no buckles, no heavy webbing. Stretch mesh front hydration pockets hold up to 500ml, placed to prevent bouncing and instability. Front zip pocket for mobile security. Two side hip pouch pockets with easy access from left or right to get to your equipment fast. Insulated hydration sleeve with clip. Two vertical zip compartments on back to hold battery pack and other accessories.

- Measures/weight 45 x 34 x 9 cm. 1.2 LB
- 12 liters
- Main Fabric Nylon Mesh with Spandex, Lining 70D nylon, Polyester Air Mesh